EARLY MODERN ARCHITECTURE DIRECTORY OF SCHOLARS

In response to several recent requests, the Early Modern Architecture initiative (http://earlymodernarchitecture.com) is starting a directory of scholars working on any aspect of the architecture (design, theory, and practice) of Europe and its colonies, c. 1400-c. 1800.

The list of this directory will offer scholars across Europe, North America, and other geographical areas an opportunity to contact each other and discuss shared concerns, methodologies, and questions. Once we have assembled a sufficient number of names, we will post the directory on this website.

If you would like to be included in this directory, please email us at EarlyModArchitecture@gmail.com with your name, departmental and institutional affiliation, and the contact information (if any) that you would like to have linked to your name once we post the directory. We are happy to post email addresses or faculty websites and are also willing to keep contact information private until another scholar requests it.

Freek Schmidt, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Kimberley Skelton, independent scholar
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